SUSTAINABLE HIGH-RISE DOUBLES AS A TOURIST EXPERIENCE

ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

Powered by solar and wind, AR cabins take visitors on a 10-minute ride up, around and down the viewing tower

Spotted: Inspired by the London Eye and designed by a consortium of Dutch businesses, Spiral Tower could be the world’s first climate-neutral high-rise tourist attraction. Built of lightweight steel and encasing a vertical garden, the tower consists of tracks taking artificial intelligence-steered cabins through the spiral viewing experience.

The windows of each cabin include augmented reality technology that layers the 360-degree view with additional, in-depth city information. Each cabin contains its own engine that generates electricity on the downward half of the route. All the power needed to run the attraction is generated by the combination of solar panels located at the base and on the sides of the tower and a windmill at the top.

The entire experience takes from three to ten minutes and continued social distancing is enabled via the cabins. Groups travel only with members of their immediate social bubble with a limit of 12 people per cabin. The four organisations behind the tower — engineers KCI, electrical specialists Rexroth, steel constructors Hillebrand, and the creative agency NorthernLight — are currently seeking financial backing to take the design from concept to reality.

Many in the travel and hospitality industries are seeking meaningful ways to transform this year’s unexpected changes into something positive and long-lasting. Innovations spotted by Springwise doing just that include virtual tours of the Faroe Islands by camera-wearing locals and a campaign that provides healthcare workers with free holidays for every trip booked by someone else.
Takeaway:

The idea of sustainable tourism has taken on vast new meaning following the worldwide COVID-19 quarantines. How to travel, where to go and what to do while on holiday are weighty questions requiring many complicated calculations for everyone involved, from tourists and flight operators to hoteliers, restaurants, venues and attractions. There is no single answer, with solutions as varied as the local food, culture and terrain. Increased emphasis on circularity, transparency and carbon neutrality may hasten some aspects of what had been burgeoning trends in global travel. Businesses may now find themselves competing in somewhat less crowded marketplaces alongside consumer demands for higher levels of real corporate social responsibility.